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The history of the peoples of Roma, currently present in many European states
and especially in the Balkans, is characterized by some constants that are not always
positive, that have marked their life and their culture. The numerous persecutions,
the various forms of marginalization, discrimination and an ancient mistrust born
in the European Middle Ages have marked difficult and extreme living conditions
(culminating in the Nazi project of their physical elimination together with the
Jews), which they often put in second slowly the features of an ancient culture,
which draws its origins probably from the Sanskrit civilization. After the Second
World War a slow reconstruction of the identity of the Roma people began and the
International Romani Union (IRU) was created in London in 1971, with the main
objective of recognizing an identity and a cultural and linguistic heritage of the Rom,
Nation without state and without territory. In this framework of revaluation of the
Roma culture and with reference to the analysis of supporting actions in favour of
these peoples, we find the essay edited by Elisabeta Osmanaj, particularly aimed at
one of the fundamental rights, necessary for the recovery of an identity, namely the
right to education. With specific reference to the situation in Albania, the author
highlights the importance of education policies in applying strategies necessary to
improve the living conditions of the Roma community
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Presentation: roms between discrimination and rights

The history of the peoples of Roma is characterized by some constants
that are not always positive, that have marked their life and their culture. The
numerous persecutions, the various forms of marginalization, discrimination
and an ancient mistrust born in the European Middle Ages have marked
difficult and extreme living conditions (culminating in the Nazi project of
their physical elimination together with the Jews), which they often put
in second slowly the features of an ancient culture, which draws its origins
probably from the Sanskrit civilization.
After the Second World War, fortunately, a slow reconstruction of its own
identity began, which generated a movement that developed during the first
congress in 1971 in London in the creation of the International Romani Union
(IRU). The primary objective of this Union is the recognition of an identity
and a cultural and linguistic heritage of the Roma Nation, characterized by
elements of great adaptability and especially by the fact that the Roma Nation
has neither State nor territory. An element of the cultural flexibility of these
peoples, present in all European countries and more widely in the Balkans,
is represented by the adoption of the religion of the country of residence: so
that in Western Europe the Roma are predominantly Catholic or Protestant,
in Eastern Europe they are predominantly Orthodox and they are Muslims in
southeastern Europe.
However, even today, despite the progress that has been made in terms of
integration processes or the protection of personal rights and fundamental
freedoms, the galaxy of minorities present mainly in the Balkans, Central
Europe and Eastern Europe (but, their diaspora pushed them to the Americas
and other continents) in fact lives in conditions of heavy social marginalization
and poverty, still subject to discrimination (including racist) and clichés, also
favored by the lack of reliable data relating to the people of Roma (both at
European level and at the level of individual nations).
For example, in Italy, according to the result of a commission of inquiry
of the Senate of the Italian Republic, the negative image of the Roma people
is favored by begging, especially if entrusted to minors or very old women,
which is also the consequence of a widespread mistrust, ignorance and the so-
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called “statistical prejudice”, which prevents a good part of the Roma people
from carrying out a normal work activity. Yet, one cannot ignore, among
other things, that among the Roma there are numerous famous personalities,
who have achieved successes in the world of sport, art, poetry, music, sciences.
To demonstrate the growth of sensitivity towards the Roma world and
the fact that knowledge of the culture and traditions of Rome are important
for the integration process, there are numerous positive testimonies, such
as the Memorial Day and the World Day of the Roma people and Sinto,
the creation in Italy of the National Observatory on Roma and Sinti, the
project of the Swedish government of integration of the Roma, the numerous
Recommendations of the European Parliament, some regional laws of Italy,
the world meetings of the IRU, which has among its objectives both the
dissemination of promotion and knowledge of culture as a deterrent against
discrimination and the cultural growth of those belonging to Roma. These
are measures that, although not recent, are seen as elements of a slow but
decisive process of emancipation of Rome from a past of marginalization.
Of particular interest is the OSCE Report on the problems of the Roma and
Sinti (06/09/1999), which promotes the rights of the Roma and Sinti through
projects concerning political participation, education, housing issues, civil
registration , the fight against racism and discrimination, including an action
plan to improve their situation in the OSCE area.
This is an interesting reality, but still weak because (despite the progressive
integration in France, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and other countries)
the economic crisis and the prolonged migration crisis have led various EU
member states to expel Balkan Roma families to the countries of origin. In
this framework of revaluation of the Roma culture and with reference to the
analysis of supporting actions in favor of these peoples, we find the essay
edited by Elisabeta Osmanaj, particularly aimed at one of the fundamental
rights, necessary for the recovery of an identity, namely the right to education.
With specific reference to the situation in Albania, the author highlights the
importance of education policies in applying strategies necessary to improve
the living conditions of the Roma community. The essay, in a strictly scientific
manner and with clear language, examines the factors that prevent parents
from helping their children and the reasons why girls abandon school at a
specific age. Through a careful analysis, the study highlights the difficulties
in implementing policies and strategies for institutional intervention and the
educational difficulties of Roma families. The data analyzed were collected
by target groups composed of Roma parents or through interviews with
representatives of central and local governments.
The references to studies and literature (national and international)
complete this important research, which offers not only elements for reflection
but also concrete proposals to improve the protection of personal rights and
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Presentation
the role of schools and public institutions in Albania. Finally, the fact that this
essay looks towards Europe is also important, because, although it refers to the
Albanian landscape, it inserts the educational answer for this specific problem
as an element of sustainable development in the framework of Albania’s
integration into the European Union , in which the condition of Roma finds
better protection within the framework of all human rights.
Gaetano Dammacco
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Preface

The study “The right of education of Roma community regarding the
integration of Albania in European Union” aims to testify the importance of
education of Roma community to a sustainable development of the country
and of course even to the integration in EU, where the compliance of linguistic
minorities plays a specific role to the framework of all human rights.
The goal of this study is to highlight the efficiency of policies undertaken by
our country in attaining the appropriate strategies to improve life conditions
of Roma community, focusing in education. In the center of this study stay
the parents, regarding to the fundamental role they play in every child life but
even as legal responsibles of their own children. In fully details, in this study
are analysed the factors that prevent parents from helping their children and
reasons why female children abandon school at a specific age. Starting from
these circumstances, the study is a reflection of parents` opinions, mothers and
fathers about work, their role in educating their children, and the obstacles
encountered in this process. The landscapeis also complemented by the
institutions’ representative point of view on the implementation of strategies
and policies in adapting the Roma community in our society. The findings
of this study highlight the obstacles to the implementation of policies and
strategies or the difficulties faced by children and Roma families in educating
their children.
In this study is used the qualitative method to analyze data collected
from target groups made of Roma’s parents or interviews of central and
local governments` representatives but relying also to literature or studies
consultation, national and international once, accomplished in this area.
From the data analysis it has come to the conclusion that parents play a
very important role in educating their children sometimes even negatively
not allowing them to attend educational institutions. The difficult economic
situation forces Roma parents to use their children as a source of earning the
living. The reason why Roma parents don’t have faith in educational system
and believe that education serve nothing to their children is related with the
low expectation they have from their own children.
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Even school (school leaders and teachers) plays an important role as
well, it can create a more stimulating environment for Rom children, can
establish frequent contact with the community and plays a more influential
role in involving Roma children in school and extracurricular activities.
Governmental policies should also be more focused on the implementation of
the strategy, which places emphasis on pre-university education as a challenge
not only for Albanian but also for European as well, supporting educational
institutions in the infrastructure and educational material base.
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Field of study and key words

Field of study: Roma`s children parents and their role in education, children
education, and other factors that influence this process in the framework of Roma
integration in Albania.
Key words: Roma community, Roma child, Education, Roma parents,
integration, law
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